
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TOPIC OF THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

AND THE PROTECTION OF PRODUCTS

Second, the legal protection of new intellectual property system can help all countries to a product or process that
provides a new way of use the patented invention for the period during which it is protected. Its subject matter must.

A trademark is a useful tool in launching new product segments or entirely new products, technologically
based or non-technologically based, i. Hyderabad: Pharma Books Syndicate;  Research and Development
Stage Several indicators have been used to measure the efforts of an enterprise in undertaking research on and
developing innovative ideas. In other words, it looks at practical IP issues of relevance to different stages in
the whole new product development process in which technological innovations may be introduced at
different stages of the value chain from the producer to the end user. Innovative technologies stand a better
chance of successfully reaching the marketplace if IP is used strategically. This may explain why studies on
innovation have, in many cases, treated patents as proxy input for innovation. Most of the applications relate
to drugs and pharmaceuticals including herbal drugs. Glasgow LJ. Angell M. The Design Act. If one can put
the property to a practical use one has made an invention which may be patentable. Like any other property
IPR can be transferred, sold, or gifted. There could be many other elements of this agreement. Empirical
evidence indicates that generally small and medium-sized enterprises SMEs are more inclined to use trade
secrets rather than patents as a form of protecting their inventions to stay competitive. It must be remembered
that an alliance would be favorable if the IP portfolio is stronger than that of concerned partner. In other
words, trade and commerce considerations are important in the management of IPR. Technical drawings could
also, at a later stage, form an important part of the relevant patent application. Knowing that patents have a
limited duration, the Bayer Company embarked upon promoting a trademark for its new product. It is very
well settled that IP play a vital role in the modern economy. Although purely traditional knowledge based
medicines do not qualify for patent, people often claim so. IP plays an important role in facilitating the process
of taking innovative technology to the market place. Instead, it looks upon technological innovation as an
interactive process made up of a number of distinct stages. A broader approach to the contribution of IP in
innovation is therefore needed. At the same time, IP plays a major role in enhancing competitiveness of
technology-based enterprises, whether such enterprises are commercializing new or improved products or
providing service on the basis of a new or improved technology. The protection procedure for such drug will
be a little different from those conventional drugs, which are not biotechnologically developed. Under the
PCT, the time available could be as much as minimum 20 and maximum 31 months. Intellectual property
rights IPR refers to the legal rights given to the inventor or creator to protect his invention or creation for a
certain period of time. It confers only a limited protection. Thus IPR, in this way aids the economic
development of a country by promoting healthy competition and encouraging industrial development and
economic growth. SMEs, particular in developing and least developed countries, should be made aware of and
be equipped to use business, legal, and technical information contained in patent documents, which is in the
public domain to come up with innovative product, which have been adapted to local conditions. Munich:
Copyright and Competition Law;  This is the period where most inventions collapse due to the absence of
external support or are found to be not commercially viable. Paying close attention to what competitors are
doing while seeking to take advantage of its own IP assets may prove a worthwhile strategy for an enterprise
seeking ways of crossing the "valley of death. As per the Indian Patent Act , the term of a patent was 14 years
from the date of filing except for processes for preparing drugs and food items for which the term was 7 years
from the date of the filing or 5 years from the date of the patent, whichever is earlier. For those medicines that
do clear development hurdles, it takes about years from the date when the compound was first synthesized. It
took almost eight years for Carlson to find an investor who was willing to invest in the invention.


